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Welcome to the 8:00 am session on How Do We Reach Zero Deaths on Local Roads? Updates from the Local Road Safety Program (LRSP). Is everyone in the right room, right presentation, awake? Well here we go … Good Morning Everyone, I’m Leo Marretta, the Local Road Safety Program Manager for Louisiana. I work at the Local Technical Assistance Program (LTAP) Center with Steve Strength, Courtney Dupre, Dynah Capone, and our newest edition Olivia Phelps. One of the terms that gets tossed around in our business when we try to describe what we do is - transportation safety practitioner. I like to think of myself as a transportation safety practitioner, just like all of you here in this room this morning. Oh, you may not know it yet… but I’ll do my best for the next 20 minutes to keep you awake and to show how all of us are on the front lines of an evolving … growing safety culture in our own parish or municipality. 



The 4 Ps

•Engineering
•Education
•Enforcement
•Emergency Response

The 4 Es

• Program
• Process
• Plan
• Projects
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Today we’ll talk about P Es  … No, not the Professional Engineer type PE, but … (click)the 4 Es that define the broad stakeholder partners who care about safety and are responsible for making the roads safe for all users.And The 4 Ps of Local Road Safety Program.  By a show of hands, how many of you have heard about the 4 Es of transportation safety (click). Particularly that 1st E – Engineering. That is what we concentrate on in the LRSP, Infrastructure and Operations. Others handle the behavior modification side, but we concentrate on making the roadways safer and more forgiving, should … God forbid … someone makes the bad choice to drive while  intoxicated or doesn’t buckle up.�Today we are going to piggyback on that concept and create the 4 Ps of Transportation Safety, specifically Local Road Safety Program (click)1.	Program 2.	Process3.	Plan 4.	ProjectsAnd in that order. The order is important because … its a data driven process that involves a comprehensive approach to enhancing safety on our locally owned roadwaysSo, that’s what we are going to talk about today, but let’s back up for a just second and remind everyone about just what the Local Road Safety Program is. (click)



Local Road Safety Program
Goal & Objectives

 Reduce fatalities and serious injuries 
by half by 2030

Institutionalize safety within the local 
planning process

Implement data-driven projects on 
local roads

 Streamline Project Delivery process
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What is the Local Road Safety Program? …. Steve Strength, Marie Walsh and I have made presentations about the Local Road Safety Program at many of the past LPESA conferences. It’s been in existence since 2006 and works specifically with local road owners (Parishes and Municipalities, not State Roads) to help make their roadways safer by …  studying the problem areas – concentrations of crashes and exploring engineering solutions. The Local Road Safety Program is part of Louisiana’s Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP) and uses DOTD’s Highway Safety Implementation Plan (HSIP) funds to help Parishes and Municipalities to improve safety on the roadways they own and maintain. So how to we get to Destination Zero Deaths …. (CLICK) Reduce fatalities and serious injuries by half by 2030 … by … (CLICK) Institutionalizing safety within the local planning process … by helping Parishes draft and adopt a LOCAL ROAD SAFETY PLAN and … (CLICK) Implementing data-driven projects on their local roads (CLICK) Through a streamlined Project Delivery processSo, why do we need to do all this? (CLICK) 
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As you can see we have a ways to go in order to achieve our goal of zero deathsI think we can all agree that one death on a roadway that we are responsible for …. that we maintain … is too many, Hence our goal is zero deaths. Who knows …the life you save may be your own … your husband of wife’s … your child’s … your grandkid’s  How do we get started? How are we going to address these issues?One way that I have been devoted to is … through the LRSP The Local Road Safety Program’s 4 PsLRS Program – LTAP and DOTD LRS Process – data driven crash analysis and low cost, highly effective countermeasure implementationLRS Plans – Parish and Municipal Plans that outline their approach to transportation safetyLRS Projects – the end result of the 4 Ps each year the process driven plan generates projects in direct response to the changes in the crash data from year to year. Projects are prioritized based on an agreed to data driven analysis process and ALL sources of funding are considered… including … 



1. PROGRAM: The Local Road  Safety “Program”

Program Mission: Provide resources to reduce serious injury and 
fatal crashes on Louisiana’s local roads

Local Road Safety Program is Part of the Louisiana’s SHSP
• Partnership with LADOTD
• Local road component
• Eligible for HSIP
• LTAP/LTRC
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The 1st P is program … our LRS program’s mission is to … Provide resources to reduce serious injury and fatal crashes on Louisiana’s local roadsThese next slides talk about how we do this … READ SLIDE



Resources and Services:
• Training
• Technical Assistance
• Low Cost Safety 

Improvement Project 
Funding

Technical Assistance:
 Data Analysis 
 Problem 

Identification
 Countermeasure 

Selection
 Project Development 

and implementation

1. PROGRAM: The Local Road  Safety “Program” (cont.)
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Explain slide … 



2. PROCESS: The Local Road  Safety “Process”

• Data Driven - Crash Data Analysis 
• Crash Clusters & Characteristics 

• concentrations of crashes, teasing out the contributing factors
• Countermeasure Selection
• Project Prioritization 

• Cost Benefit
• Phasing – Near Term, Intermediate, Long Term

• Funding – Local, State, other
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The program facilitates the process as described on the slideIt is essential to assure that this process be driven by the local jurisdiction with their input and approval at every stageHowever, staff time, resources and needed skill sets may often be in short supply in a local jurisdiction, 
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which is why LTAP has been pitching in with the Local Road Safety efforts …encouraging local jurisdictions and their public works staff to engage in this process with …help from the 9 Regional Safety Coalitions & their Coordinators who are housed within the Regional Planning Commissions and MPOs across the state covering all 64 parishesAs Partners in the process… LTAP works cooperatively with the Regional Transportation Safety Coalitions’ Infrastructure & Operations emphasis area working groupsto really understand what is happening on a jurisdiction’s roadway



Top 20 Parishes in Louisiana 
Parish Rank

Orleans 1

East Baton Rouge

2

Jefferson 3

Lafayette 4

Calcasieu 5

Caddo 6

Ouachita 7

St. Tammany 8

Tangipahoa 9

Livingston 10

Bossier 11

Rapides 12

Terrebonne 13

Iberia 14

St. Landry 15

Vermilion 16

Ascension 17

Acadia 18

St. Martin 19

St. Mary 20
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These next few slides are examples of the products that are produced as we work through the processThis process produces a body of work – knowledge that needs to be contained somewhere … a plan, but we will discuss that further in a few slides  from nowTOP 20 LIST … Not a list you want to be on … the Top 20 Parishes represent 91% of all reported local road crashes in Louisiana.



LOCAL
ROAD

SAFETY
PROFILE
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Our analysis yields a document that the LRSP has prepared for each of our Top 20 Parishes … a profile of the situation as it exists on their local roadways make their roadways safer by …  studying the problem areas – concentrations of crashes, teasing out the contributing factors, such as 



ROUTE PROFILE TABLE

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION - This document and the information contained herein is prepared solely for the purpose of identifying, evaluating and planning safety 
improvements on public roads which may be implemented utilizing federal aid highway funds; and is therefore exempt from discovery or admission into evidence pursuant to 

23 U.S.C. 409. Contact the Traffic Safety Office at (225)379-1871 before releasing any information.
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ROUTE PROFILE TABLE… is the heart of the profile. In it we Analyzed the crash data collected by law enforcement across the state to create profiles of each of our 64 parishes in Louisiana. On the left is the  … the Priority Road List … derived by our Network Screening and broken out by road ownership – parish or municipalThis is followed by an analysis of all the variables detailed in the crash reports for a period of 5 years … for each roadway listedThese variables include:severity of the crash - from fatal to severe to property damage only contributing factors (such as alcohol, lighting, wet or dry conditions … the collision type (side swipe, head on, left turn etc) and harmful event – what they hit (another motor vehicle, ditch, tree, animal or God forbid a pedestrian) … And the most important thing – areas highlighted in red are considered overrepresented crash categoriesThe highlighted, over-represented crashes help detect route specific problems that are used to select specific countermeasures. Over-represented crashes are detected for each route by comparing the route percentage for each field to the parish percentages. Fields with 3 or more crashes and route percentages that exceed the parish percentages by more than 50% are highlighted in red. 



FHWA 
PROVEN SAFETY 

COUNTER-
MEASURES

https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/provencountermeasures/
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With the over-represented crash types in mind we use the FHWA’s Proven Safety Countermeasures initiative. To recommend LOW COST, HIGHLY EFFECTIVE COUNTERMEASURES proven to save lives by making roadways more forgiving to human errorOf the twenty or so FHWA recommended countermeasures, in our experience it seems we frequently recommend … 



Roadway Departure Crash Countermeasures
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Enhanced Delineation – signs and stripesLongitudinal Rumble Stripes and StripesSafety Edge



Intersection Crash Countermeasures
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Systemic Application of Multiple Low Cost Countermeasure at Stop Controlled IntersectionRoundaboutsBackplates with Retroreflective Borders



Pedestrian Crashes
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Medians and Pedestrian IslandsLeading Pedestrian Interval



Overarching Treatments
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crosscutting strategies that address multiple safety focus areasRoad Safety AuditsLocal Road Safety Plans



3. PLAN: The Local Road  Safety “Plan”

Framework to identify, analyze, and prioritize roadway safety improvements 
on local roads
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One of these recommended safety countermeasures is actually included in our 4 PsLocal Road Safety Plans (CLICK) READ BOTTOM OF SLIDEHaving a plan allows a jurisdiction to consider and join together various sources of funding, parish capital outlay budgets, MPO $s, SRTPPP, LRSP, other DOTD / FHWA / local pots of $And allows for prioritizing and properly time project delivery and affords the potential grouping of projects, coordination of similar projects for an economy of scale benefit, and should encourage piggybacking on regular maintenance and consider the land use planning process (EXAMPLE new land change - shopping center) The Parish Council should adopt the Plan AND set a schedule for updating and maintaining the plan as new crash data becomes available …… tracking the progress make as countermeasures are implemented at problem locationsSHOW VIDEO https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wzdm798MoI8 iTo date we have 11 LRS Plans, Mostly in Top 20 ParishesACADIAASCENSIONCoushatta Tribe (Allen Parish)EVANGELINEIBERIALAFAYETTEST LANDRYST MARTINST MARYST TAMMANYVERMILION And 8 more in progressBOSSIERCADDOEAST BATON ROUGENATCHITOCHESOUACHITATANGIPAHOATERREBONNECould add a 5 P – promote as in promote the plan and its implementation within the jurisdiction





4. PROJECTS: The Local Road  Safety “Projects”
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And finally the projects … This is Desiard St restripe project in Monore



4. PROJECTS: The Local Road  Safety “Projects”
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Mini Roundabout at Nichols State University



LRSP Projects 
(as of 9/25/2019)

96 Let to Date Totaling almost $13 Million
Included pavement markings, striping, rumble strips, 
sign installations and upgrades, guard rails, message 
boards, etc.

+/- 49 LRSP Projects In Process
With status ranging from project number being 
requested, to contract agreement being executed, to 
design and implementation, to preparing invoices, final 
cost estimates, etc.

Proposed Roundabout Design
General Mouton @ Taft St., Lafayette, LA
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Since 2006 DOTD’s let 96 LRS Projects in 38 Parishes, totaling almost $13 million 



http://www.ltrc.lsu
.edu/ltap/lrsp.html
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OK, so what does it take to apply to the LOCAL ROAD SAFETY PROGRAM … like many other DOTD Programs … it’s a process but …Here is the good news,LRSP projects are designed to be “turn-key” – DOTD will provide all required aspects of project development from design and engineering all the way to construction or installation “in house” that is to say DOTD funds and constructs the project and then turns it over to the local jurisdiction who owns and maintains the improvements. Oh , yeah did I mention Local Road Safety Program projects can be 100% federally funded, with no local match required.Applications are available here at the LRSP website … www.ltrc.lsu.edu/ltap/lrspThe application process is now open year round with individual projects being selected, evaluated and approved on a quarterly basis



Resources
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov

• Proven Safety Countermeasures
https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/provencountermeasures/

• Developing Safety Plans: A Manual for Local Rural Road Owners 
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/local_rural/training/fhwasa12017/

• Local and Rural Road Safety Program http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/local_rural

• Safety Project Selection Tool 
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/systemic/fhwasa13019/

https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/provencountermeasures/
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/local_rural/training/fhwasa12017/
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/local_rural
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/systemic/fhwasa13019/


In Closing … a few take aways

• Encourage administrative support for staff 
participation in RSCs & LRS Plans

• Proven safety countermeasures and other resources

• Sight Line Clearing



Questions ???



Contact Information
Leo Marretta

leo.marretta@la.gov

225-767-9122

www.ltrc.lsu.edu/ltap

157 164 148 172 139

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

FATAL CRASHES 
ON LOCALLY OWNED 

ROADWAYS



Louisiana’s Local Roads

local 
roads
73%

state 
roads
27%

61,389 Miles of state and local roads
44,691 Miles of local roads
16,698 Miles of state roads
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73% of the public roads in Louisiana are locally owned i.e. by parishes and municipalities



All Crashes 2014 to 2018
828,145 state and local road crashes - statewide
309,678 local crashes - statewide
518,467 crashes on state roads

local crashes -
statewide 37%

crashes on 
state roads

63%
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Through the LRSP the State allocates approximately $3 Million per year for local road safety improvements. The rest is up to you in each of your jurisdictions.



SEVERITY
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severity of the crash - from severe to property damage only red are considered overrepresented crash categories



Contributing 
Factors
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contributing factors (such as alcohol, lighting, wet or dry conditions … red are considered overrepresented crash categories



Collision 
Type
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the collision type (side swipe, head on, left turn etc) red are considered overrepresented crash categories



Harmful 
Event

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION - This document and the information contained herein is prepared solely for the purpose of identifying, evaluating and planning safety 
improvements on public roads which may be implemented utilizing federal aid highway funds; and is therefore exempt from discovery or admission into evidence pursuant to 

23 U.S.C. 409. Contact the Traffic Safety Office at (225)379-1871 before releasing any information.
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and harmful event – what they hit (another motor vehicle, ditch, tree, animal or God forbid a pedestrian) … red are considered overrepresented crash categories
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